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Select the type of research fellowship for which you are applying. The descriptions of each type of fellowship and eligibility criteria can be found in the ARC manual.

- Richard King Mellon Research Fellowship
- Walter A. ’59 and Catherine R. Scott Fellowship
Short title of proposed research:

Project Description. This should be a self-contained description, not exceeding 10000 characters, of the proposed research including its objectives, methods to be employed, expected results, and significance.

Please provide a list of estimated expenses (see ARC Manual for guidelines about supportable expenses):
List all ARC Grants received during the last five years, and indicate what scholarly products have resulted from these grants. You do not need to list EXCEL Scholars.

Please upload a single PDF file containing your current CV. You may also include other supporting documentation, although additional documentation is not requested by ARC.

Please click on the submit button to submit your proposal.